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Title: Operator removing bale from automatic bale press 1949.
Identifier: L1982-10_290
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: 1949
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, GA
Creator: Callaway Beacon
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Operator removing cotton bale from automatic bale press.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Elm City Plant warehouse and yards department.
Identifier: L1982-10_296
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, GA
Creator: Callaway Beacon
Lesson: The Uprising of ’34
Description: Warehouse and yards department at Elm City.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Atlanta Constitution September 1934-Austell Workers Dance to block mill strike.
Identifier: L1982-10_355
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: 1934 Sep
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Atlanta Constitution "Austell Strikers Dance to Block Mill" article and picture.
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Atlanta Constitution Textile Strike Less Than 50% effective; Violence Increases as 200,000 desert jobs Sept. 1934.
Identifier: L1982-10_357
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: 1934 Sep
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Atlanta Constitution, "Textile Strike Less than 50% effective; Violence Increases as 200,000 desert their jobs"; banner headline.
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Title: Atlanta Constitution Georgia Mills Humming Again Behind Soldiers September 1934.
Identifier: L1982-10_358
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: 1934 Sep
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Atlanta Constitution- “Georgia Mills Humming Again Behind Soldiers”, banner headline.
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Atlanta Constitution Effectiveness of Strike Still Unknown As Walk Out Order Brings Mixed Response September 1934 Strike.
Identifier: L1982-10_359
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: 1934 Sep
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution
Lesson: The Uprising of ’34
Description: Atlanta Constitution "Effectiveness of Strike Still Unknown As Walk Out Order Brings Mixed Response"; banner headline.
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Atlanta Constitution, Guardsmen on move throughout GA.
Identifier: L1982-10_368
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: 1934 Sep
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution
Lesson: The Uprising of ’34
Description: Atlanta Constitution "National Guardsmen on Move Throughout Georgia As Mill Owners Prepare to Defy Textile Strike", banner headline
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Atlanta Constitution, Marital Law in Force In Georgia Strike Zones; Guardsmen Arrest 'Flying Squadron' at Newnan.
Identifier: L1982-10_370
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: 1934 Sep
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Atlanta Constitution, "Marital Law in Force In Georgia Strike Zones; Guardsmen Arrest 'Flying Squadron' at Newnan"; banner headline.
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Atlanta Constitution Textile Strike Ends; Georgia Guard Demobilized.
Identifier: L1982-10_376
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: 1934 Sep
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution
Lesson: The Uprising of ’34
Description: Atlanta Constitution, "Textile Strike Ends; Georgia Guard Demobilized"; banner headline.
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide
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Title: Labor, Women Picketers J.Allen Slide.
Identifier: L1982-10_388
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: unknown
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Women Picketers holding signs, J. Allen Slide.
Rights: unknown
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.